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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Mark Maestrone

A Discussion on Exhibiting

I’m turning my column in this issue over to an email
discussion during August 2019 on exhibiting between
our two Normans: Jacobs and Rushefsky. I hope read-
ers will weigh in with their exhibiting opinions/ideas/
questions! (Text has been edited for clarity and space.)

Norm R. to Norm J.: Is there a story regarding your
exhibit obtaining the thematic grand award at the
Omaha show versus the problems you reported in a
previous article in JSP (“Modern Issues in International
Sports and Olympics Exhibiting,” Spring 2016)? Did you
change your exhibit in response to the issues you wrote
about or did the judging criteria change perhaps in
response to your article.

Norm J. to Norm R.: Regarding the exhibiting judging
criteria, I didn’t stimulate as much discussion as I had
hoped with the articles in Philatelic Exhibitor  and JSP.
In general, I think that judges seem to give a pass on the
use of a few items from countries that have less connec-
tion to the sport and/or have excessive stamp issue
policies. But putting in winter Olympic stamps from an
African nation with no snow and no winter Olympic
presence would be poorly received.

For my own exhibit, I’ve attacked this problem in
several ways:
! Minimize use of  stamps from countries that have
excessive topical issues, even if I can show the country
has a tennis connection. I will use such stamps only if
they advance the thematic story in a way that I cannot
duplicate with other items. One example where I have
used these is a page showing the spread of tennis to
Africa, that starts with a French West Africa sepia
inspection proof, reflecting the game played by Euro-
pean colonists. Then I include stamps from 4 of the 8
nations that arose from this colony. The stamps are from
Benin, Burkina Faso, Mauritania, and Niger. I do not
include stamps from these countries elsewhere in the
exhibit, but on this page they tell an important part of
the story, and tennis is still part of the sports scene in
these nations.
! Avoid souvenir sheets that depict multiple sports, or
particularly those that include unrelated subjects like
space rockets. In fact, for me that is a red flag to try to
avoid the country altogether.
! My synopsis states that I include only items from
countries that are members of the International Tennis
Federation, which defines at least a minimum criterion
for tennis as a part of the nation’s culture and life.

! I’ve written articles for JSP  that support the inclu-
sion in an exhibit of certain stamps and covers. Exam-
ples include the International Youth Services commer-
cial covers received from African countries franked with
tennis stamps, the Paraguay tennis issue from 1961, the
Goteborg local post, and the story of Kohima and the
battle of the tennis court.
! I continually revise the exhibit using new issues
from countries with a robust tennis connection. Fortu-
nately, France, Australia, and Czech Republic have all
issued tennis booklets and stamps recently that I have
used to replace more borderline choices. The goal is to
eliminate any stamps that judges might object to, while
still telling the worldwide story.

Norm R. to Norm J.: I've never prepared an exhibit. One
hurdle I have to get over is do I exhibit the way I want it
to be using material that appeals to me (either go
non-competitive or not care what award level it reach-
es), or do I follow [your] advice as to what you have
learned and modified your exhibit accordingly with
sterling (actually golden) results?

Norm J. to Norm R.: Your concern about who is the
audience for an exhibitor is well placed. We have to
decide to some extent if it is written and displayed for
the judges, our colleagues in SPI, stamp collectors who
do not know sports philately, or the general public. I still
include some verbiage to explain certain items that is
directed at collectors, not the judges – but I have tried to
prune that and be succinct.

I hope you will consider exhibiting. I have learned a
lot and met many friends this way. Perhaps a one-fram-
er would be a good start. It took me quite a while to
learn how to put my exhibit together, but the best
teacher here is just going ahead and doing!

Correction

In the article, “Little Mo,” published in the Fall 2019
issue, there was an error in the References at the end.
Postal Bulletin PB22515, was published on March 14,
2019, not 2009.

From all of us at SPI, to
all our members worldwide,
we hope you have a
wonderful holidays and a
happy and healthy 2020!


